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ABSTRACT

This thesis is conducted to study the legal problems of the structural management in the
National Police office, the structure of Royal Thai Police Policy Making Board, and the structure
of The Police Commission. It was found that the structural management of the National Police
office is characterized as centralization which lacked of participation and verification from civil
society, and caused the management in the office to be restricted, dependent and easily interfered.
The human resource management is neglected in applying moral system. Moreover, the
decentralization of the power to the executives in both regional and local sectors does not
processed in the value chain.
This research was studied by using documentary research which classified into the
qualitative analysis. It included studying, researching, collecting, and analyzing the legal data of
the Police Organizational structure and Board of both UK and Japanese Police, with the reason
that the police system in UK was a model of police system in Thailand, and for Japan, it was the
single-state Asian country which was governed by using parliament democracy and code of law
similar to Thailand. Furthermore, the police systems in both countries were efficiently
decentralized, free from political inference, and people fully participated in the police system.
Besides, the structures of the police systems had legal guarantee for both Board of Police and the
executives to work independently.

From the study, there should be some changes in the structural management of the
National Police by decentralizing power to the local sectors, providing the structural management
to local police, changing the Board of Police structure which can be conducted by eliminating the
Royal Thai Police policy Making Board, and The Police Commission. Additionally, there should
be only National Police Organization committee. Besides, law should be modified in appointing
the Chief of Police, decentralizing power in appointing the police officers from command level to
the level of inspectors. Finally, there should be a creation of an effective mechanism in
monitoring the performance of polices, and also the development of the investigating system. All
these mechanisms will result in the independent management in National Police office, also the
moral system can be applied in the specific way and the political interference cannot be easily
occurred.

